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Abstract
Chatbots are computer programs that execute protocols for sup-
porting human-machine conversations and perform various func-
tions such as searching in the web, ordering food, making ap-
pointments, and many more. To facilitate timely responses and
actions, and also enable interactive human-like conversations,
chatbots use Natural Language Processing (NLP) to understand
user’s messages and respond appropriately. NLP is an area of
computer science and artificial intelligence that interprets the in-
teractions between computers and human languages. Google Di-
alogflow is a chatbot development platform example that provides
NLP and other supporting tools and third-party interfaces. Many
chatbot applications are developed for short-term conversations,
but in order to assist medical applications, we need a long-spread
conversation. DashMessaging is a smart chatbot platform that
enables the creation of chatbots for long-spread conversations,
so we try to mimic this long-spread conversation with the frame-
based platforms such as Google Dialogflow. In this paper, we
explore the feasibility and challenges of using these tools by a
DashMessaging chatbot development platform.

Index Terms: long-spread conversation, chatbots, Dialogflow

Introduction
A chatbot mimics human conversation in machine-human interac-
tive dialogs. The chatbot architecture combines a linguistic model
with computational techniques to simulate basic or advanced nat-
ural language chat conversation between a human and a machine.
In the present era, chatbots have become quite popular. The core
of the chatbot is a dialog management unit, that is responsible for
the conversation’s state and flow. Paper [1] explored different ap-
proaches for dialog management in conversational agents. While
they classified these approaches into many categories, we limit
the scope of discussion to frame-based in this paper. Addition-
ally, [2] categorized these frame-based approaches as AI-based
because majority of the chatbot platforms have built-in natural
language processing (NLP) modules [3], [4].

Figure 1 shows the frame-based platforms (AI-based alterna-
tively) such as Google Dialogflow[5], Amazon Lex[6], IBM Wat-
son[7], and Microsoft LUIS[8]. Since these chatbots can use NLP
with training data which includes intent, context, and entity [2],
in the following section, we will discuss these chatbots briefly.
Nowadays, rule-based chatbots usage is more because they work
based on a decision-tree model and follow a set of rules. As the
name indicates, they act like a flowchart. Rule-based chatbots are
vulnerable when it comes to free text-based conversations. So, to
resolve this, we need NLP to efficiently analyze the free text. The

AI-based chatbot establishes communication with humans utiliz-
ing AI technology and underlying built-in computer program. Ad-
ditionally, these are defined as a particular type of chatbots that are
designed for turn-by-turn conversations with human users based
on the textual input[9]. Unlike rule-based chatbots, AI-based are
more valuable and adopted into several businesses and industries
such as customer service, retail, medical, among others. The chat-
bots may incorporate both knowledge-based and rule-based com-
ponents, but we follow a simplified terminology.

The integration of NLP to these chatbots enables more human-
like conversation. However, many of the current chatbots sup-
port only short-term conversation, which will be enough for most
applications such as airlines, banking, and retail customers ser-
vice. Nevertheless, when it comes to medical applications, we
need a long-spread conversation to follow up with appointments
and medication-related questions[9]. In this paper, we demon-
strate a chatbot developed with a platform called DashMessag-
ing[10] which supports long-spread conversation with the help of
a scheduler. Further, we propose a methodology to incorporate
this long-spread conversation concept into the rule-based case-
study DashMessaging chatbot by using a frame-based (AI-based)
platform, Google Dialogflow and its NLP service.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: The follow-
ing section discusses the state-of-the-art frame-based chatbot de-
velopment platforms and draws comparisons based on a set of
features that are characteristic of longer conversation-based bots.
The subsection further highlights the existing challenges regard-
ing long-spread conversations development in domains such as
healthcare. The methodology section first covers the case-study
chatbot developed using the frame-based platform and presents
the Dialogflow integration with the created chatbot. The results
section presents the demo conversation and observations from the
integration. Finally, the concluding remarks are presented along
with future directions of the current work.

State of the art
As mentioned above, Google Dialogflow, Amazon Lex, IBM Wat-
son, and Microsoft LUIS are the popular frame-based chatbot de-
velopment platforms available in the modern era because of the
built-in NLP service as shown in Table 1. NLP is the study of
extracting purpose and relevant information from the user’s text,
and it uses intents and entities. Intents are utterances that learn to
interpret what the user might say into a category that can reflect
an action. In order to take advantage of specific textual details,
the aforementioned frame-based platforms provide a way to de-
fine entities that will represent this information in the user’s text.
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Table 1: Longer multi-turn conversation-based chatbot features

Features DashMessaging
bot

Bot with Di-
alogflow

Bot with
Amazon Lex

Bot with IBM
Watson

Bot with Mi-
crosoft LUIS

Persist user state between
messages over daily ses-
sions

Yes Not a native
feature

Not a native
feature

Not a native
feature

Not a native
feature

Referring back to past day
messages etc. using interac-
tion variables

Yes Not a native
feature

Not a native
feature

Not a native
feature

Not a native
feature

Initiating new/ next sessions
at specific times

Yes Not a native
feature

Not a native
feature

Not a native
feature

Not a native
feature

Natural Language Process-
ing Services

Custom in-
tegration via
microservices

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Expose NLP services as mi-
croservice

No Yes Yes No Yes

Proactive Messages (Bot ini-
tiating conversation or start-
ing after a pause)

Yes (consists
as part of a
scheduler mi-
croservice)

Yes (consists
as part of a
scheduler mi-
croservice)

Yes (consists
as part of a
scheduler mi-
croservice)

Not a native
feature

Not a native
feature

Languages Bilingual Multiple Only English Multiple Multiple

Figure 1: Classification of platforms considered in the scope of
this work

Machine learning or deep learning models are used to recognize
those entities [11]. Dialogflow, IBM Watson Assistant, and LUIS
Bot services support intents and entities. On the other hand, Ama-
zon Lex allows users to use standard built-in intents and slot types,
where a slot type is a set of values used by Amazon Lex to train
its machine learning model to detect slot values. Except IBM
Watson, the remaining platforms allow their NLP services as mi-
croservice to support third-party chatbot platforms like DashMes-
saging.

All these platforms provide integration services with popular mes-
saging channels like Facebook Messenger, Twilio, and SMS and
support multiple languages to chat except Amazon Lex, which
supports only English for now. However, most frame-based plat-
forms are designed for small conversations because they were
designed for business purposes. For implementing long-spread
or bot initiating conversations, users need high-level program-
ming skills to design a scheduler and deploy it as a microservice.
Next, we discuss the deployment challenges in longer conversa-
tion chatbots and the rationale behind the choice of Dialogflow as

a development platform for the same in this work.

Challenges in longer conversation chatbots
The demand for chatbots has increased exponentially in the
healthcare for setting up an appointment, prescription refills, mo-
tivational messages, and detecting the type of illness with symp-
toms. However, healthcare-specific chatbots require long-spread
conversations with participants (e.g. behavioral intervention stud-
ies). Such chatbots typically have bidirectional chat initiations
for more patient engagement and disease management through
the tracking of symptoms [12]. Not all the chatbots are bidirec-
tional (chat initiation from both machine- and human-end), nor do
they support long-spread protocols (typically spread over weeks/
months). Even the existing frameworks summarized in the pre-
vious section, do not allow a current user session state to extend
beyond 24 hours, thus resetting the current user state in the con-
versation flow. The need for preserving the user state is required
for the type of conversations in this work. To cater to these chal-
lenges, we present a method, that uses google Dialogflow NLP
service with chatbot created utilizing the DashMessaging plat-
form [10] to support longer conversations (through the delay or
scheduling like service) and recognizes users’ free text (with Di-
alogflow’s built-in NLP).

Dialogflow constitutes NLP capabilities that enhance rule-based
dialogs and enables easier integration. Thus, this work utilizes
Dialogflow to enable the rule-based chatbot spinned from the
DashMessaging platform, to recognize users’ free text more ef-
ficiently. This integration is made possible in Dialogflow through
the features such as webhook and fulfillment for easier deploy-
ment of customized intent recognition logic. Table 1 presents the
features of rule-based bot with DashMessaging and Dialogflow
respectively. Thus, the desired features of a case-study chatbot
presented in this paper are achieved with the combination of best
of the both frameworks.
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Methodology: Dialogflow Integration
This section presents the process of integrating Dialogflow’s NLP
service with a case-study rule-based conversation management
unit that is developed using DashMessaging platform.

Case-study chatbot with rule-based engine (DashMessag-
ing)
As mentioned earlier, we used DashMessaging, a chatbot plat-
form service developed at the SCNS lab in UTSA. DashMessag-
ing platform was designed for long-spread conversations, and un-
like existing chatbot platforms in the market, designing a long-
spread is easy and straightforward with DashMessaging platform.
In DashMessaging, the conversation will be triggered by key-
words from the participants. From there, the conversation flow
follows respective branch based on participant’s responses. The
key feature in the proposed platform is timing element. The tim-
ing element is for initiating a message to be sent to users or con-
tinue the dialog even after a long pause (e.g. a day or 2 later)
which is typical in daily human conversations. As shown in figure
2, we designed a simple three-day medical appointment protocol
for the case-study integration with Dialogflow.

Figure 2: Medical appointment protocol implemented with
DashMessaging platform

In Figure.2, the oval shape represents the keywords and re-
sponses from the participant, and rectangles represent actions
from DashMessaging platform. Since the proposed chatbot is
rule-based, the responses from the participant should match pre-
cisely in the chatbot system to trigger the action. So, we utilize the
NLP service provided by the Dialogflow to determine the precise
keyword from the participant response.

Chatbot Integration with Dialogflow
Dialogflow has built-in natural language understanding module
with training phrases provided for each intent (keywords for a
conversational sequence), uses context conditions for each intent
and the corresponding responses to be sent to users. This way it
facilitates the development of conversational interfaces.

Dialogflow has three main natural language understanding(NLU)

module specific concepts that are constituent of a typical com-
munication in a chatbot: 1) Intents: It is a specific action that is
invoked through the use of sentences matching the NLU model.
A set of training examples are provided for each intent on which
an agent is trained. Thus, based on the user’s message, the agent
maps it to a specific intent for a corresponding response from the
chatbot. Each intent is in a way a dialog turn of the conversa-
tion. 2) Entities: Terms corresponding to the intents. These pro-
vide a specific context for the intents. These are the keywords
for identifying and extracting valuable information from user in-
puts. Dialogflow consists of various predefined system entities,
such as dates, times, cities, colors, or units of measure. How-
ever, it lets developers define custom entities (with type and a
value). 3) Contexts refers to the current state of the interaction.
They carry information between intents and can be combined to
direct the conversation, which defines conditions required to ac-
cess an intent i.e. input contexts or conditions defined after ac-
cessing them e.g. output contexts. The fulfillment functionality
of the Dialogflow makes it possible to connect natural language
understanding and processing for each intent (oval shape con-
tent in figure 2) to a business logic, such as accessing third-party
APIs, querying databases or using machine-learning-based mod-
els to predict apt response with the context provided. We utilize
this functionality to integrate our case-study rule-based chatbot
for more human-like conversations.

Figure 3 shows the integrated architecture highlighting the mes-
sage communication sequence at two different dialog states
(times). As it is observed, the architecture enables integration
of external and customized services to facilitate the interaction
between Dialogflow’s NLU and dialog management of the rule-
based DashMessaging chatbot. Firebase cloud functions are uti-
lized to implement customized actions for the identified intents.
As opposed to a decision tree-based model, intents are not used
to retrieve a predefined response, but to extract the context that is
fed to the NLU model with the appropriate dialog history. Cloud
function takes the context to obtain the current conversation state
from the previous interaction one with the dedicated user (user-
state tracking in longer conversations). A separate scheduler ser-
vice handles the timing of the messages at selected times in the
long-spread conversations, thus engaging them in any follow-up
dialogs. Furthermore, Dialogflow stores the entire chatbot struc-
ture [4] (with intents (including follow-ups), entities, and con-
texts) as a standard javascript object notation (JSON) format for
cross-framework portability.

Results
This section presents the results of validation of the successful
integration of a cloud-based chatbot framework (Dialogflow).
We trained Dialogflow’s NLP module by defining the set
of intents, entities, and parameters for the case study. We
defined 7 intents (such as DiseaseIntensity, DiseaseIntensity-
span,DiseaseIntensity-TobaccoCraving, DiseaseIntensity-
Medicine, DiseaseIntensity-Suggestion, AppointmentTime,
among others) in total, each related to a specific request or
message from the user in order to book a medical appointment for
execessive smoking symptoms. For each of the different intents,
specific handlers were implemented for the cloud function. Based
on the previously described architecture in figure 3, the first step
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Figure 3: Rule-based chatbot and Dialogflow Integrated Architecture and Communication

Figure 4: Keyword recognition communication user interface
flowchart with Dialogflow integration

is to access the database to obtain the previous user response and
state of conversation, as well as the already stored information
for the interaction.

Figure 4 shows a part of successful conversation sequence for
medical appointment (see figure 2) booking for symptoms associ-
ated to excessive smoking extracted from one of the tests. The in-
terface is of the Google Assistant channel linked to the Dialogflow
agent.

Conclusions and Future Work
In this work, we present a method, a cloud-based bot devel-
oped with the integration of a custom rule-based chatbot with
Dialogflow. Chatbot framework such as Dialogflow are not typ-
ically designed for healthcare domain use-cases. But this work
shows the feasibility of utilizing the functionality of existing chat-
bot development platforms. Furthermore, we demonstrate that it
is still possible to fulfill the requirements of healthcare like do-
mains (especially with regards to long-spread interventions that
involve multi-turn conversations) with Dialogflow like platforms.

However, despite the fast development cycles associated with
these platforms, the compatibility issues arise and there is ad-
ditional overhead of addressing frequent API changes linked to
these external platforms. As a future work, we intend to extend
the current implementation to enable platform agnostic porting of
created chatbot agents.
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